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Provider® Nurse Call Pillow Speaker Integrates with Interactive Televisions and
Streamlines Patient Interactions
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 7, 2016 - NILES, IL -- Interactive televisions provide an important link between the
hospital and the patient; offering communications with important players in direct care
and administration, all the way to post-procedure and discharge services. There are
also the entertainment outlets it provides, from games to movies, to social media
communications.
Provider Nurse Call Systems, by Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc., integrates with the
most popular interactive TV systems, allowing facilities to choose the system that best
meets their needs and to make the choice separate from the nurse call selection.
Interactive television systems have dramatically changed the patient experience within
facilities. Healthcare administrators are learning that the in-room television is now the
information and entertainment portal for both patients and their families.
“Hospitals using interactive technology to communicate with patients are increasing
their patient satisfaction scores. Once again, we are providing a component to
streamline patient workflow and communications within the patient room, said Myles
Cochran, Director of Marketing for Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. “Our pillow speakers
provide that conduit for easy patient-to-staff interactions.”
Facilities will work with Jeron and their network of distributors to obtain the appropriate
Jeron pillow speakers that will connect to specific interactive television systems.
A few highlights of Interactive TV systems integrated with Provider Nurse Call:
Keeps Patients Entertained and Informed: in addition to entertainment programming,
interactive TV systems typically deliver staffing and facility information, health
information, pre-op and post-op videos, meal ordering, and internet access
Supports Easy Access from Bed: with the single pillow speaker device patients can
control in-room systems
Drives Patient Satisfaction: the personalized interactive TV solutions combined with
streamlined patient to staff alerting and communication leads to an improved patient
experience
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ABOUT PROVIDER® 790 NURSE CALL: Provider 790 is a complete nurse call
communication solution, offering clear VoIP digital/full‐duplex audio, wireless phone and
pocket pager integration, simple touchscreen operation, one‐touch facility‐wide
intercom, automated alerting/workflow functionality and a wide spectrum of patient and
staff area components – all designed to optimize patient care and staff efficiency.

ABOUT JERON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC: A leader in communications systems
for the healthcare industry, Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. is the engineering and
manufacturing force behind Provider nurse call systems. Provider systems facilitate
communications, speed response times and integrate with a wide spectrum of alerting
and notification technologies, all focused on delivering the highest levels of patient care.
From its founding in 1965, Jeron has earned a solid reputation for innovation, quality
and service. Jeron products are engineered and manufactured in the USA. For more
information regarding the Provider 790 communication solution, visit:
http://www.jeron.com/products/nurse‐call/provider‐790 or call 800.621.1903

